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Copyright update

On December 12th, 2013 Bobby Glushko, Scholarly Communications and Copyright Librarian, was here at the Faculty of Dentistry presenting on the changes that occurred when the University of Toronto did not renew the Access Copyright agreement. If you missed that session, here is the recording, courtesy of the Information and Instruction Technology Services.

Are you still confused about what you can and can’t use in BlackBoard? Fear no more, the Scholarly Communications and Copyright Office will be offering a service where faculty can send in their syllabus or reading lists and the Scholarly Communications and Copyright Office will determine what is ok to use and what requires a license. More details on this service to follow. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please contact The Scholarly Communications and Copyright Office: copyright@library.utoronto.ca or bobby.glushko@utoronto.ca
What’s new in databases?

You will have noticed that the popular interdisciplinary database Web of Science has a new look. All your favourite functions are still there:

- ISI Journal Reports is now easily accessible at the top of the screen.
- If you want to limit to one database, expand the drop down for Web of Science Core Collections.

If you had an account with WoS, you should still be able to log in and access your saved searches. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.

Dental elf on a shelf...

If you have kids you have probably heard of the new holiday craze “Elf on a Shelf” - the (all be it slightly creepy) children’s toy that gets moved around your house in the holiday season and monitors the naughty and nice behavior of your children… Well move over Elf on the Shelf to make room for Dental Elf! Dental Elf is a free resource for dentists to help keep them “up to date on reliable dental health research, policy and guidance”. Information in this blog is given daily about new material such as systematic reviews or information that could be useful in evidence based dentistry. So next holiday season keep your kids in line by printing out daily Dental Elf blog posts for them to read and hide them around the house to be found each morning! (http://www.thedentalelf.net/)

Graduating soon?

For fourth year students, graduation is just around the corner… finally after years of hard work you are ready to start the next chapter in your life! But wait! Leaving U of T behind also means, leaving the Dentistry Library and it’s great resources! What’s a dentist to do?

No need to worry, there are some free online resources out there that can provide you with some great information. To learn more visit the following Dentistry Library Research Guides:

- **Dental Employment Guide**

- *(Free) Information Resources for Dentists*
  [http://guides.library.utoronto.ca/freeinfodentists](http://guides.library.utoronto.ca/freeinfodentists)

Smile: Just for fun!

- I got my job at the dentist’s office by word of mouth.  
  ▲▲▲

- They called him the king of the dentists because he specialized in crowns.  
  ▲▲▲

- Everyone smiles in the same language.  
  ▲▲▲

Q: What did the tooth say to the departing dentist?  
A: Fill me in when you get back

Q: What does the dentist of the year get?  
A: A little plaque.